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If we charged a membership fee to 
participate in our safety program, how 
many of our employees (YOU) would 
voluntarily pay? The answer to this 
question is a glimpse into the perceived 
value of our safety efforts and the 
difference between safety as a VALUE 
and safety as a PRIORITY. 
 
Priorities are flexible and fluid; what is a 
priority Monday morning can fall off the 
list by Monday afternoon. I believe 
safety at the core is a priority for 
everyone. No one comes into work 
expecting to get hurt. But when other 
priorities take shape, which one 
consistently rises to the top of the list? 
The answer starts to look like a value. 
 
A value is more than just something we 
strongly believe in. They shape and 
guide our decision strategies. And when 
a decision is made that goes against our 
values, it invokes a strong emotional 
response of anger, guilt, or shame. For 
example, I can assume that family is a 
core value for most people. If you were 
asked to work on Christmas day, how 
would you feel about it? As a value, most 
people would be pissed off that it was 
even asked. And how would you 

respond? Some would go as far as 
quitting their job before they worked on 
Christmas.  
 
In the same regard, what if you were 
asked to take a short cut on a particular 
safety practice, such as tying off around 
a fall exposure of 15ft? How would you 
respond? For some people, safety would 
not be a value.  
 
A priority is always a choice and always 
feels like a choice; we know it’s a choice, 
whereas values just feel like the right 
thing to do. Our values are so 
untouchable that if we find ourselves in a 
situation that does not align with our 
values we tend to get out of that 
situation. 
 
So if we truly value safety and safety 
tends to shape our decisions—we don’t 
need to be told to behave safely, it 
comes naturally to us.  While we may 
make mistakes (human error) that put us 
or others in harm’s way, we don’t take 
unnecessary or uncalculated risks and 
we don’t put up with people who do; to 
value safety is to have it shape your 
whole worldview. 
 

Around the Water Cooler 

Flyers will be mailed with check stubs 
regarding Trevor Burns Benefit.  
 
For more information go to: 
https://www.cscmasonry.com/trevor-burns-
benefit-page or 
Follow us on our Facebook & Twitter pages! 
 

Upcoming Work  
Below is a list of signed contracts for current 
and upcoming work: 

 VA Hospital Food Production  

 Brookfield Square Mall Expansion 
 International Crane - Baraboo 

 Hilton Garden Inn – Brookfield 
 ABC Supply new Office Building 

 Festival Foods – Verona  
 Westside Community Bldg – Sun Prairie 

 Columbus Hospital Addition 

 Oak Park Place Addition – Janesville 

 Asbury Church Addition – Janesville 

 Mercy Hybrid OR Addition – Janesville 

 GHC Sauk Clinic Phase 3 – Madison 

 Catalent Pharma Phase 3 – Madison 

 Madison Youth Performing Arts Center 
– Madison 

 Verizon MSC Addition – New Berlin 

 Goben Car Dealership – Middleton 

 Wisconsin Dells High School 
 Sub-Zero Design Center – Madison 

 Camp Bow Wow – Oak Creek 

 UW Engineering Hall  Precast Stairs 
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